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Abstract
In this note we consider von Mises–Fisher families of probability densities on spheres and
more generally on Stiefel manifolds, which include the orthogonal groups. It addresses the
estimation of the mean direction or the mean location by empirical mean location, which for
the von Mises–Fisher family coincides with the maximum likelihood estimator. It is shown
that (with a few exceptions) the empirical mean location of a sample is almost surely uniquely
deﬁned and that it is unbiased in the sense that its mean location coincides with the mean
location of the von Mises–Fisher distribution. The main goal, however, is to show that
empirical mean location is an admissible estimator for the mean location of the von Mises–
Fisher distribution.
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1. Introduction
In Hendriks et al. [9] and Hendriks [7] a study has been undertaken, to generalize
the Crame´r–Rao type lower bound for estimators with values in the circle, as given in
Mardia [15, Section 5.1]. More explicitly, let M be a compact submanifold (without
boundary) of a Euclidean space RN : Given a probability density P on M; its mean
location is any point mAM minimizing the expected square error EðjjX  mjj2Þ: This
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sample x1;y; xs from P with mean %x; its empirical mean location is any xˆAM
minimizing jj %x  xˆjj: The concept of mean location generalizes the concept of mean
direction that is well known in directional statistics and statistics on spheres, see e.g.
[5,15,17]. Let Y be a parameter space, and Py be a probability measure for yAY; and
f :Y-M: Let S be an estimator of fðyÞ with values in M: The performance of S is
measured by the expected square error EyðjjS  fðyÞjj2Þ: The estimator S is said to
be unbiased, if for each yAY; m ¼ fðyÞ is a minimum of the function EyðjjS  mjj2Þ
for mAM: This is equivalent to the property, that for all y; fðyÞ is a mean location of
S: Somewhat weaker is the following property. S is said to be stationary if x ¼ fðyÞ
is a stationary point of the function M{x/EyðjjS  xjj2Þ: In Hendriks [7], a
concept of efﬁciency for stationary estimators is introduced in terms of a Crame´r–
Rao equality. In particular for a given concentration parameter, the von Mises
family of probability measures (with given concentration parameter) on the circle S1
has the property that for a single observation x; this value x is an efﬁcient estimator
for the mean location (direction). It is unclear how to maintain such optimality
properties, when given a sample of observations with sample size greater than one. It
seems natural to propose the empirical mean location as a useful estimator, but its
nonlinear dependence on the sample gives rise to huge complications in a theoretical
treatment. Mardia [15] gives a treatment, but he does not make clear that empirical
mean location for the von Mises family is the best in the sense of expected square
error. The purpose of this paper is to clarify this.
LetM ¼ Vn;kCMatn;k be the Stiefel manifold. Notice that V2;1 ¼ S1: Consider for
ﬁxed k40; the subfamily Mðm; kÞ of the family of matrix von Mises–Fisher
probability distributions, given by the density
fm;kðxÞ ¼ am;k expðkjjx  mjj2Þ
with respect to the Riemannian volume density. Notice that families of this type
occur in Hendriks [7] as examples, where, for samples x of size 1, x is an efﬁcient
stationary estimator of m:
Let x1;y; xs be a sample from Mðm; kÞ with unknown m: Theorem 1 explicitly
states how to obtain xˆ from the empirical mean %x: In order that xˆ be almost surely
uniquely deﬁned (see Lemma 5) we will make the following assumption:
Assumption. Either kon or k ¼ nX2 and sa2 or k ¼ n ¼ 1 and s is odd.
As above the performance of any estimator Tðx1;y; xsÞ of m is measured by the
function
m/EmðjjT  mjj2Þ:
The main result is Theorem 12: If Tðx1;y; xsÞ is any estimator of m such that
EmðjjT  mjj2ÞpEmðjjxˆ  mjj2Þ for all m;
then we have in fact equality for all m (i.e. xˆ is an admissible estimator) and moreover
Tðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ xˆ (almost surely). Another property is given by Theorem 7 which
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claims in favor of the empirical mean location, that xˆ is an unbiased estimator of m;
for the family Mðm; kÞ; mAM: Therefore, the above situation is a good test case to
evaluate the sharpness of a Crame´r–Rao type lower bound for stationary estimators
in Hendriks [7]. Valkenburg et al. [16] give a Crame´r–Rao type lower bound in the
case of the von Mises–Fisher family, and evaluate its effectiveness in simulations.
Our derivations of the unbiasedness and admissibility are based on the conditioning
on an ancillary statistic for the parameter m: In an appendix, we indicate an
alternative treatment of the admissibility based on a Bayes rule.
2. Stiefel manifolds
Let M be a compact submanifold (without boundary) of a Euclidean space RN :
We will go into the correspondence between xARN and the minimum of jjx  vjj2;
vAM: Let U be the set of points xARN for which M{v/jjx  vjj2 attains its
minimal value in a unique point vAM and where moreover this minimum is
nondegenerate. The complement of U is called the cut-locus ofM in RN : It is known
that U is an open dense subset of RN [6] and that the cut-locus is a set whose
Lebesgue measure is 0 [8]. Moreover the mapping c : U-M; mapping x to the
minimum v of M{v/jjx  vjj2; is differentiable. In the following the correspon-
dence between xARN and the minimum of jjx  vjj2 is made clear for Stiefel
manifolds.
For n; kAN; nXk; let Matn;k be the vector space of real n  k matrices, with the
inner product ðA; BÞ ¼ Tr AtB; so that jjA  Bjj2 ¼ TrðA  BÞtðA  BÞ: Let Sk be
the vector space of symmetric k  k matrices, and Sþk the subset of semipositive
deﬁnite symmetric k  k matrices. Let I denote the k  k identity matrix. The Stiefel
manifold Vn;k is the manifold Vn;k ¼ fVAMatn;k jSk{V tV ¼ Ig; its dimension is
kð2n  k  1Þ=2: For kon the Stiefel manifold Vn;k is connected, and for k ¼ n the
Stiefel manifold Vn;k is the orthogonal group OðnÞ which has two connected
components, distinguished by the determinant, det : OðnÞ-f1;þ1g: For k ¼ 1
the Stiefel manifold Vn;1 is the unit sphere S
n1 of dimension n  1: Let M ¼
Vn;kCMatn;k: Recall that M is a compact submanifold of Matn;k and that it is a
homogeneous space with respect to the Lie groupOðnÞ where the action is deﬁned by
restriction of the following action by matrix multiplication
OðnÞ Matn;k{ðg; xÞ/gxAMatn;k:
It is clear that these transformations of Matn;k are in fact isometries, namely jjgxjj2 ¼
TrðgxÞtðgxÞ ¼ Tr xtgtgx ¼ Tr xtx ¼ jjxjj2:
Let xAMatn;k: Suppose x has rank k: According to Downs [4], x has a polar
I form x ¼ V  c where VAVn;k is the polar component and c is a symmetric positive
deﬁnite k  k matrix, called the elliptical component. This factorization of x is
unique (see for example the next theorem). We will explain its relation to the singular
value decomposition of x: Let JAVn;k denote the n  k matrix with coefﬁcients
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Jpq ¼ 0 for paq and Jqq ¼ 1 for q ¼ 1;y; k: Be given a singular value
decomposition x ¼ gLht where gAOðnÞ; hAOðkÞ and L ¼ JL0 where L0 is a
diagonal k  k matrix of the singular values of x: Then x ¼ ðgJhtÞ  ðhL0htÞ is a polar
I-form of x: The following Theorem immediately follows from [4, Section 2.2].
Theorem 1. Let xAMatn;k be a matrix of rank k: Let cASþk be the unique symmetric
positive definite root of xtx and m ¼ xc1; so that x ¼ m  c is a polar I-form. The unique
point VAVn;k which minimizes the function on Vn;k defined by V/jjx  V jj2 ¼
Trððx  VÞtðx  VÞÞ is V ¼ m; the polar component of x:
Example. For k ¼ 1; we have Matn;1 ¼ Rn and M ¼ Sn1: For xAMatn;1 ¼ Rn; c2 ¼
xtx ¼ jjxjj2; so that c ¼ jjxjj and V0ASn1 minimizes jjx  V jj2 for VASn1 if and
only if x ¼ V0jjxjj: Thus V0 ¼ ð1=jjxjjÞx if xa0; and V0 is completely arbitrary if
x ¼ 0:
We would like to point out the following symmetry result.
Lemma 2. Let xAMatn;k and yAMatn;k: If G ¼ OðnÞx is the isotropy group of x
for the OðnÞ-action on Matn;k and Gy ¼ y; then there exists eAMatk;k such that
y ¼ xe:
Proof. It is clear that G is exactly the subgroup of OðnÞ of orthogonal mappings
which restrict to the identity on the linear span S of the columns of x: Since Gy ¼ y;
each column of y belongs to S: In other words, there exists eAMatk;k; such that
y ¼ xe: &
3. Matrix von Mises–Fisher family
LetMCRN be a submanifold, then the inner product structure of RN may be used
to supply M with a density, the so-called volume density. For details see e.g. [14, p.
411]. We will indicate the corresponding measure by volM: Notice that this notation
is in contrast with the general use for the so-called volume form of a Riemannian
manifold, which is a differential form (and not a density). The density volM is
invariant under isometries of M:
LetM ¼ Vn;kCMatn;k: Let k40 be a concentration parameter. We deﬁne a family
of probability distributionsMðm; kÞ on M by the probability density with respect to
dvolMðxÞ
fm;kðxÞ ¼ am;k expðkjjx  mjj2Þ ¼ bm;k expð2k Tr mtxÞ;
where am;k is determined by the condition that
R
M fm;kðxÞ dvolMðxÞ ¼ 1 and where
bm;k ¼ am;k expð2kkÞ: From the deﬁnition it is clear that for gAOðnÞ;
fgm;kðgxÞ ¼ fm;kðxÞ:
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In particular am;k and bm;k do not depend on m; and will be denoted by ak and bk: This
family will be called the restricted (matrix) von Mises–Fisher family.
In the case k ¼ 1; so that M ¼ Sn1; this family is the von Mises–Fisher family.
This family is studied in [15], see also [1,2].
In the sequel we will consider samples from these distributions. In this situation
naturally occurs the full family of matrix von Mises–Fisher distributions MðnÞ; for
nAMatn;k; where MðnÞ is given by the density
%fnðxÞ ¼ %an expðjjx  njj2=2Þ ¼ %bn expðTr ntxÞ:
This family was introduced by Downs [4], and denoted by DðI; nÞ: Note that
Mðm; kÞ ¼Mð2kmÞ: The following follows from [4, Section 3.4].
Theorem 3. Suppose nAMatn;k has rank k and polar I-form n ¼ m  c: Then there is a
factorization EMðnÞðX Þ ¼ mhðcÞ for some symmetric matrix hðcÞ: More precisely, if
c ¼ yLyt for some yAOðkÞ and diagonal matrix L; then D ¼ hðLÞ is a diagonal matrix,
and hðcÞ ¼ yDyt:
It is implicit in the notations of [4] that hðcÞ is positive deﬁnite, but it is not clear
that this is considered to be proved. We remedy this in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. If cASþk is positive definite then also hðcÞ is positive definite.
Proof. According to Theorem 3, the nonsingularity of hðcÞ is reduced to the case
that c is a diagonal matrix L: It is claimed in [4] that D ¼ hðLÞ is a semipositive
deﬁnite diagonal matrix. Its diagonal coefﬁcient di is determined by an integral
di ¼
R
xii expðSljxjjÞ dvolMðxÞ and this integral is invariant under the trans-
formation xip- xip keeping the other coordinates ﬁxed. Therefore di ¼R
xii sinhðlixiiÞ expðSjai ljxjjÞ dvolMðxÞ; whose integrand is almost everywhere
positive if li40: &
It follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 4 that the mean location ofMðnÞ where n
has rank k and I-form m  c has mean location m: In particular Mðm;kÞ has mean
location m: In the interesting study by Khatri et al. [10] of the familyMðnÞ analytic
expressions for the normalizing coefﬁcients %bn and for hðLÞ are derived.
Next we want to show that empirical mean location for samples from a von
Mises–Fisher distribution is almost surely well deﬁned under the assumption in the
Introduction. Let x1;y; xsAM ¼ Vn;k be a sample from some probability
distribution. Let %x ¼ %xðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ 1s
P
xi: The empirical mean location xˆAM is
any point minimizing jj %x  xˆjj: If %x has rank k; xˆ is unique and it is the polar
component of %x:
Lemma 5. Suppose either kon or k ¼ nX2 and sa2 or k ¼ n ¼ 1 and s odd. Let
x1;y; xsAM ¼ Vn;k be a sample from a probability distribution which is absolutely
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continuous with respect to the volume density volM: Then, with probability 1,
%xðx1;y; xsÞ has rank k; and the empirical mean location xˆ is almost surely well
defined.
Proof. Note that detð %xt %xÞ is a regular (i.e. polynomial) function which is not
identically zero on the algebraic variety Ms: If M were an irreducible algebraic set,
this would imply that Ms were irreducible so that the zero set of detð %xt %xÞ is a union
of lower dimensional submanifolds and therefore has zero measure. This is the case
for kon; since an algebraic set which is a connected submanifold, is irreducible. On
the other hand, if k ¼ n; M ¼ OðnÞ has two components. Then the above reasoning
may apply to each of the 2s connected components of Ms: Let a ¼ IdnAOðnÞ; and
bAOðnÞ the diagonal matrix with diagonal ð1; 1;y; 1Þ and for n41; cAOðnÞ the
diagonal matrix with diagonal ð1;1; 1;y; 1Þ: Then a and b belong to the two
different components of OðnÞ and c and b belong to the same component. Let C be a
component ofMs; it is a product of s copies of connected components ofM: Let a be
the number of copies of the component of a; then s  a is the number of copies of the
component of b: If aas  a; then take ðx1;y; xnÞ where xi ¼ a if the ith component
is the one containing a and xi ¼ b otherwise. Then %x ¼ 1s ðaa þ ðs  aÞbÞ is
nonsingular. This proves the conclusion of the lemma for k ¼ n and s odd. If k ¼
nX2 and a ¼ s  a and s42; then take ðx1;y; xnÞ as above, and replace the ﬁrst
occurrence of b by c: Then %x ¼ 1s ðaa þ ðs  a 1Þb þ cÞ which again is nonsingu-
lar. &
Remark. Notice that for k ¼ n and s ¼ 2; for any A; BAOðnÞ in different
components, that is detðAÞ ¼ detðBÞ; the matrix A þ B is singular. Namely
B1AAOðnÞ has determinant 1; and therefore one of its eigenvalues is 1; and
A þ B ¼ BðB1A þ IdnÞ is singular.
4. Conditioning, unbiasedness
Recall the assumption that either kon or k ¼ nX2 and sa2 or k ¼ n ¼ 1 and s is
odd. Let x1;y; xsAM be a sample fromMðm;kÞ: Let %x ¼ %xðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ ð1=sÞ
P
xi
and %xt %x ¼ c2 with c ¼ cðx1;y; xsÞASþk a semideﬁnite positive symmetric matrix.
With probability 1, c is invertible (Lemma 5), in which case the equation %x ¼ xˆc has
a unique solution xˆ ¼ xˆðx1;y; xsÞAM (Theorem 1). Notice that xˆ and c correspond
to the maximum likelihood estimates bM and bH of the polar and elliptical component
of EmðX Þ in [4, Section 4.1]. The joint distribution of x1;y; xs is
pm;kðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ bsk expð2sk Tr mtxˆcÞ ¼ bsk expð2sk TrðmcÞtxˆÞ
with respect to dvolsMðx1;y; xsÞ: In particular ðxˆ; cÞ is a sufﬁcient statistic.
We can apply Theorem 3.1 of [2]. Clearly the family of distributions Mðm; kÞ for
ﬁxed k is a transformation model. The statistic c is invariant under the OðnÞ action
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and in particular obviously ancillary. It follows that the conditional distribution of xˆ




for some norming constant gkc depending on c (and k). We get the following
corollary.
Corollary 6. Consider iid samples from Mðm; kÞ: The conditional probability
distribution of xˆ; given c; is the distribution Mð2skmcÞ:
From this follows the unbiasedness of empirical mean location xˆ for estimation of
m:
Theorem 7. The empirical mean location xˆ is an unbiased estimator of m for the
restricted family of von Mises–Fisher matrix distributions Mðm; kÞ; mAM:
Proof. According to Theorem 3 we have EmðxˆÞ ¼
R
mhðcÞ dc ¼ m  R hðcÞ dc; where
integration is with respect to the marginal distribution of c; and by Lemma 4,R
hðcÞ dc is positive deﬁnite. According to Theorem 1, m is a point on M which
minimizes the distance to EmðxˆÞ; in other words, xˆ is an unbiased estimator of m: &
Remark. Notice that if T is an OðnÞ-invariant admissible estimator of m; it must be
unbiased. Namely, suppose EmðjjT  njj2ÞoEmðjjT  mjj2Þ; for some m; nAM and n ¼
gm; then gtT would improve T : In particular, from the admissibility of xˆ it will follow
that xˆ is an unbiased estimator for m:
5. Admissibility
In this section we adopt the assumption from Section 1, and the notations from
Section 4. We will say that S is inadmissible if there exists another estimator
Tðx1;y; xsÞAM for which Inequality (1) holds,
EMðm;kÞðjjm T jj2ÞpEMðm;kÞðjjm Sjj2Þ for all mAM; ð1Þ
with strict inequality for some m: If S is not inadmissible it is said to be admissible (cf.
[13, Section 1.6] or [12, Section 1.8]). Notice that for mAM we have jjmjj2 ¼ Tr mtm ¼
Tr I ¼ k: So Emðjjm T jj2Þ ¼ 2k  2 Tr mtEmðTÞ; and Inequality (1) is equivalent to
Tr mtEmðTÞXTr mtEmðSÞ for all mAM:
In this section we will show that xˆ is admissible. Let Tðx1;y; xsÞ be another
estimator such that
Tr mtEmðTÞXTr mtEmðxˆÞ for all mAM: ð2Þ
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Our ﬁrst step will be to randomize T to produce a new nondeterministic estimator eT
which still satisﬁes Inequality (2), but has better symmetry properties. In order to
determine the value eTðx1;y; xsÞ one ﬁrst draws gAOðnÞ from the uniform (OðnÞ-
invariant) probability distribution and puts
eTðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ g1Tðgx1;y; gxsÞ:
Our goal is to prove that eTðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ xˆ almost surely. The notions of almost sure,
almost all and so on will have to be taken with respect to the probability measures
induced from Mðm; kÞ on Ms; for any m; or equivalently, with respect to the
probability measure induced from the uniform probability distribution on Ms:
Lemma 8. We have Emð eTÞ ¼ ROðnÞ g1EgmðTÞ dg: Moreover for all mAM we have
Tr mtEmð eTÞXTr mtEmðxˆÞ: ð3Þ
Neither side of the inequality depends on m:
Proof. The Lemma follows from the Fubini theorem and the OðnÞ symmetry of xˆ:






Tr mtg1EgmðxˆÞ dg ¼ Tr mtEmðxˆÞ:
According to Section 4, ðxˆ; cÞ is a sufﬁcient statistic for m: Therefore the
conditional expectation Emð eT jxˆ; cÞ may be chosen not to depend on m [12, Section
2.8, Exercise 10]. Moreover for gAOðnÞ; g1Eð eT jgxˆ; cÞ is another version. Thus, by
averaging over OðnÞ we obtain an almost everywhere deﬁned version of the
conditional expectation which is OðnÞ-invariant: For almost all ðxˆ; cÞ we have
g1Eð eT jgxˆ; cÞ ¼ Eð eT jxˆ; cÞ for all gAOðnÞ: & ð4Þ
Lemma 9. For almost all c there exists eðcÞAMatk;k such that
Eð eT jxˆ; cÞ ¼ xˆeðcÞ:
The matrices eðcÞ have (almost surely) the property that Idk  eðcÞteðcÞ is semipositive
definite.
Proof. Let ðxˆ; cÞ be such that (4) holds. For gAOðnÞ for which gxˆ ¼ xˆ we have
gEð eT jxˆ; cÞ ¼ Eð eT jxˆ; cÞ: According to Lemma 2, there is eðcÞ such that Eð eT jxˆ; cÞ ¼
xˆeðcÞ; and Eð eT jgxˆ; cÞ ¼ gEð eT jxˆ; cÞ ¼ gxˆeðcÞ: As OðnÞ acts transitively, OðnÞxˆ ¼
fgxˆ j gAOðnÞg ¼ M: Note that eðcÞ ¼ Eðxˆt eT jxˆ; cÞ: For the second assertion, note
that for v; wARk;
vteðcÞw ¼ Eðvtxˆt eTwjxˆ; cÞpEðjjxˆvjjjj eTwjjjxˆ; cÞ ¼ jjvjjjjwjj:
Therefore jjeðcÞwjjpjjwjj: &
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Now we can prove the reverse to Inequality (3), establishing the admissibility of
the estimator xˆ for m:
Theorem 10. For all mAM we have
Tr mtEmð eTÞpTr mtEmðxˆÞ: ð5Þ
More precisely, for nonsingular c;
Tr hðcÞeðcÞpTr hðcÞ;
and we have equality only if eðcÞ ¼ Idk:
Proof. For hðcÞ given in Theorem 3, using Lemma 9 and Corollary 6, we have for
almost all c
Emð eT jcÞ ¼ mhðcÞeðcÞ:
Using integration with respect to the marginal distribution of c; this leads to





On the other hand Tr mtEmðxˆÞ ¼
R
Tr hðcÞ dc: Now, suppose ei; i ¼ 1;y; k; is an
orthonormal base such that hðcÞei ¼ hiei; for hiX0: By Lemma 9, etieðcÞeip1; with







hi ¼ Tr hðcÞ: According to Lemma 4, if c is positive deﬁnite, then
hðcÞ is positive deﬁnite. In that case hi40; for all i: And we have equality of traces
only if eðcÞ ¼ Idk: &
Corollary 11.
R
Tr hðcÞeðcÞ dc is maximal if and only if eðcÞ ¼ Idk for almost all c: And
if this is the case, eTðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ xˆ almost surely.
Proof. Suppose
R
Tr hðcÞeðcÞ dc is maximal. For almost all c; in the sense of the
marginal distribution, c is invertible. It follows from Theorem 10, that eðcÞ ¼ Idk for
almost all c: For those c; Eð eT jxˆ; cÞ ¼ xˆ: Thus EmðTr xˆt eTÞ ¼ Tr EmðEðxˆt eT jxˆ; cÞÞ ¼
Tr EmðxˆtxˆÞ ¼ Tr Idk ¼ k: This means that ðEmðTr xˆt eTÞÞ2 ¼ EmðTr xˆtxˆÞEmðTr eTt eTÞ; so
that by the Cauchy–Schwartz lemma, there exists lAR; such that T˜ ¼ lxˆ a.s. As it is
clear that l ¼ 1; we have, almost surely, T˜ðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ xˆ: &
Theorem 12 (Main theorem). Suppose Tðx1;y; xsÞ is an estimator of m; such that for
all mAM we have
EMðm;kÞðjjm T jj2ÞpEMðm;kÞðjjm xˆjj2Þ;
then Tðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ xˆ almost surely. In particular the empirical mean location xˆ is an
admissible estimator for the mean location.
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Proof. Inequalities (3) and (5) both hold, so that by Corollary 11, eTðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ xˆ
a.s. This means that for almost all ðg; ðx1;y; xsÞÞAOðnÞ Ms; gtTðgx1;y; gxsÞ ¼
xˆ: In particular for almost all g and therefore for at least one, we have the almost
sure equality gtTðgx1;y; gxsÞ ¼ xˆ: But xˆðgx1;y; gxsÞ ¼ gxˆðx1;y; xsÞ; so that
almost surely for this g; Tðgx1;y; gxsÞ ¼ xˆðgx1;y; gxsÞ and therefore almost surely
Tðx1;y; xsÞ ¼ xˆ: &
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Appendix. Bayes approach
We start with the uniform prior volM (see Section 3) on the space M of the
parameter m: Given the parameter m and the sample size s we have the joint density
f ðx1;y; xsjmÞ ¼ ask exp k
Pjjxi  mjj2  ¼ bsk expð2skTr mt %xÞ:
A Bayes rule is a decision rule T ¼ Tðx1;y; xsÞAM that minimizes the Bayes risk,
which in our case is the expected square distance jjm T jj2; where expectation is
taken over the distributions in the family with the prior distribution of m (see e.g. [3,
p. 17]). A Fubini type argument shows that one then may choose T minimizing the
integralZ
M
jjm T jj2 %b2sk %x expð2skTr mt %xÞ dm:
Equivalently, T minimizes the expected square error jjm T jj2 conditionally on the
observed sample, i.e. expectation taken with respect to the posterior distribution on
m: This rule leads to an admissible estimator (see [3, p. 254, Theorem 9]). Notice that
the posterior distribution on m is the general von Mises–Fisher distributionMð2sk %xÞ:
According to Theorem 3, a solution is the mean location T ¼ xˆ: Although
conceptually somewhat simpler than the conditionality principle, when working this
out, exactly the same technical complications occur as in the previous presentation.
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